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Background:
Hoover Elementary school in West Oakland, USA, is located less than 5 miles away from the International
House at UC Berkeley. Yet, there are stark differences between the environment and resources that the
communities of UC Berkeley and West Oakland have access to. West Oakland is highly diverse with
strong African American and Latinx histories but has also been subject to decades of racist policies that
separate the communities of color from access to nature, healthy foods, housing security, and other
resources. As a result, many families struggle and the population of Hoover Elementary reflects the
community they are in. 100% of the 268 students, aged five through eleven, have a low enough
socioeconomic status to qualify for free or subsidized school lunches. For context, to qualify for free
school meals, a family of four must make less than $34,000 a year.

The demographics of Hoover Elementary reflect the strong African American roots of the area, but also
show the increasing diversification of the community which in recent years has become increasingly
international. The student population is 50% Latinx, 28% Black, 10% SWANA
(Southwest-Asian-North-African/Arabic), and 3% Mixed Race. Students’ first languages include Spanish
(43.7%), English (41%), Arabic (12.7%), Mam (.7%), and Kurdish, Tigrinya, Urdu, Other ( .4% each). 13%
of the students are newcomers, meaning that they arrived in the United States less than 3 years ago.
While located domestically, this community is as international as the residents of the International House
at UC Berkeley.

The West Oakland and Hoover communities face many barriers. The many who have recently
immigrated to the area face even high barriers to accessing resources due to language barrier and lack of
support. Environmentally racist policies have also created high levels of air pollution that have dire
effects on young children and others. Children under 5 in West Oakland are 1.5 times more likely to be
taken to the emergency room for severe asthma than the rest of Alameda County and the life expectancy
is 7.5 years less.1 It is clear that the relationship between the Earth and the international communities of
West Oakland must be healed.

Project description:
Hoover Elementary school is home to a small, yet dearly loved community garden. In a neighborhood
lacking in green spaces, this garden is a beautiful gift for those that visit and give time and energy to
helping the garden grow. When you give to the garden, the garden will always give to you, and teachers
and volunteers run it to share with all members of the community. While the garden is already a peaceful
and safe space, increasing the resources and educational programming in it would help its healing
abilities reach more community members and spread knowledge that would help young children create
and nurture relationships to the Earth and the plants and creatures within it and also help adults heal that
relationship that may be fractured.

For the Summer of 2022, I propose a series of summer camp days on Saturdays (June 4th and 11th) for
Hoover Elementary Students at the garden, culminating in a large-scale community garden day near
Juneteenth (June 18th). The camp days would serve to help connect the students with nature through



planting, storytimes, hands-on activities, art, and simply playing in nature and connecting with their
community. Juneteeth is a holiday that celebrates the emancipation of enslaved African Americans and
African American Culture and it would be a great opportunity for the community to come together
around the garden. Each day of the camp would be themed with two potential days centering on food
justice and plants from around the world.

Summer camp days would be half-day, beginning with a healthy breakfast and a full morning of fun,
educational activities in the garden. Camp days would end with a hearty and healthy lunch. Camp days
will also act as food distribution centers, providing free food to the families of the campers and any and
all community members who are food insecure. Educational programming would be developed in more
detail by myself (a future teacher and biology major), Kate Sbani (A veteran Hoover Elementary teacher),
Wanda Stewart (an experienced garden teacher and advocate), as well as other community members and
teachers.

Throughout the garden camp days, teachers and campers would plant two or three trees from around the
world in the garden and learn about plants outside of the Bay Area, such as olive trees that represent
peace. Students will also connect with nature through art projects done in the garden and will work on a
larger art project together that will stay a permanent fixture in the garden. This will be unveiled and
celebrated at the community garden day for Juneteenth.

The Juneteenth community garden day will bring together about 300 community members to celebrate
African American culture and connect with each other in the healing garden. Campers will have the
opportunity to share what they have learned about the garden and how they have positively impacted
the space with others in the community. A hot lunch will be provided for all who attend and food
necessities for those who are food insecure will be handed out. We hope to partner with other local
organizations (for example the Black Liberation Walking Tour, Oakland Black Cowboys Association,
Common Vision) to provide resources and education. Art activities and other entertainment will also set
the scene for community members to meet with each other and experience the garden. Community
members will be able to see plants that may come from their cultures and learn about plants from cultures
their neighbors and friends may come from.

Impact:
The summer camp days will allow time for students to be in the garden and connect with nature under
experienced garden teachers who will guide their learning. Students will learn about other cultures in the
context of nature and will learn how to embrace their culture and the cultures of others. Students and
their families will also be given food to help those who are food insecure, which has been made worse by
the pandemic.

The Juneteenth community garden day will bring hundreds of community members together for
celebration and to bond together in the setting of the garden. This brings opportunities for joy and
healing which is a radical act in communities that are struggling so much. The students in the camp will
have the opportunity to share what they have learned and will have a strengthened relationship and
commitment to nature.

1. https://abc7news.com/west-oakland-air-pollution-black-and-latino-residents-abc-equity-report-
bay-area-quality/11058102/
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